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	Letter Text: News Release: April 20, 2006Contact: Stacey D. Hatfield(702) 486-7300 Nevada Board of Architecture Takes Disciplinary Action Publicly Reprimands Registered ArchitectLAS VEGAS – David L. Downey (No. 2256), an architect based in Las Vegas, was found to have violated Nevada Revised Statute 623 at the March 8, 2006 meeting of the Nevada State Board of Architecture, Interior Design and Residential Design (NSBAIDRD).  The board issued a public letter of reprimand and ordered Mr. Downey to pay an administrative fine of $5,000 as well as all fees and costs incurred in the prosecution of the case ($10,200).The NSBAIDRD found that Mr. Downey violated NRS 623.270(1)(d) by reproducing a fire protection report that was not prepared under his responsible control and for which he did not receive permission or authority to reproduce.  Additionally, the board found that Mr. Downey violated NAC 623.900(1) and Rules of Conduct 4.3, 5.2 and 5.5 by affixing his signature and seal on a document that was prepared by others.The NSBAIDRD found that Mr. Downey did not violate NAC 623.900(1) and Rules of Conduct 5.4 by engaging in fraudulent conduct or wanton disregard of the rights of others.The NSBAIDRD is established under the provisions of NRS Chapter 623. It is responsible for the administration, regulation and enforcement of the professions of architecture, registered interior design and residential design in Nevada.  The board reviews applications, administers examinations, registers qualified applicants and regulates the professional practice of registrants throughout the state.  In addition, it investigates complaints relating to the practice of the professions.  The board encourages consumers to contact the office before hiring a design professional to determine if they are registered and are in good standing.# # # # #


